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Simple (van Neumann) regular rings (with 1) are discussed, from the point 
of view of rank and dimension functions. In particular, conditions under which 
the ring possesses a unique rank function are investigated. Sub- and over- 
additive functions resembling rank functions are introduced. A short proof of 
Halperin’s result that a matrix ring over a rank ring is a rank ring in a natural 
manner is presented. Two special examples of rank-like functions, emanating 
from the isomorphism classes of the finitely generated projective modules are 
examined, and it is shown that a simple unit-regular ring admits a metrizable 
topological ring structure, induced by the isomorphism classes of its projective 
modules. There is also a natural over-additive function obtained from these 
classes, and when this function defines a uniform topology on the ring (which 
does not always occur), the ring possesses a rank function; this is proved via the 
Alexandroff-Urysohn metrization theorem. As a consequence, we obtain the 
following results. (1) If there exists an integer k such that for all principal right 
ideals J, K of the simple unit-regular ring R, either J is embeddable (as a module) 
in k copies of K or the same with J, K switched, then R possesses a unique rank 
function. (2) The over-additive function described above is a rank function on 
the simple unit-regular ring R if and only if all matrix rings over R satisfy: 
For all rational numbers p greater than 1, for all principal right ideals I, K, 
there exists an integer m such that mp is an integer and either m copies of / are 
embeddable in mp copies of K, or the same with J and K reversed. This is a 
weakened comparability condition. 
In this paper we discuss aspects of regular rings with metric-like functions, 
with emphasis on simple rings. 
All rings are associative with 1. It is assumed the reader is familiar with 
(von Neumann) regular rings [14, 18, 191. 
A ring is directly jinite if xy = 1 implies yx = 1, and directly in$nite 
otherwise. If  N, M are (right) modules, then N 5 M indicates that N is 
isomorphic to a submodule of N, n(M) or nM denotes a direct sum of n 
copies of M. 
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A regular ring is said to be SP(n) (n a positive integer) [5] if 
(4 R 2 n(rR) for all nonzero Y in R; 
(b) there exists a nonzero r in R such that R $ (n - l)(rR). 
R is SP(co) if 
(a) given nonzero Y in R, there exists a positive integer m such that 
R 5 m(rR); 
(b) R is not SP(n) for any n. 
A regular ring that is SP(n) or SP(co) is simple; conversely, any simple 
ring is one of SP(l), SP(n) (n > l), or SP(co). A regular SP(l) ring is either 
a division ring or a bizarre directly infinite ring (see [5] or [6] for examples 
and properties; also [ll]). Any SP(n) (n > 1) re u ar ring is an n X n matrix g 1 
ring over a division ring [S, Theorem 2.31. This leaves SP(c0) (for examples, 
see [5 or 6, Sect. Cl). It is not known whether an SP(co) ring is necessarily 
directly finite; here is a result in that direction. 
L(R) denotes the lattice of principal right ideals of the regular ring R; e, f  
usually denote idempotents. 
PROPOSITION 1. If  R is SP(co) regular, then R is Morita equivalent to a 
directly finite regular SP( 00) ring. 
Proof. There exists eREL(R) such that R ,$ eR but R ,< m(eR) for 
some integer m greater than 1. If  eR were isomorphic to a proper direct 
summand of itself, we could find nonzero K EL,(R) such that eR @ K ‘u eR. 
Thus eR @ n(K) N eR for all n > 1. As R is simple, R 5 n,K for some 
integer n, , whence R 5 eR, a contradiction. Hence eR is not isomorphic to 
any proper summand, so End(eR) = eRe is a directly finite ring. As R is 
simple, ReR = R, so eRe is Morita equivalent to R. Regularity and SP(co) 
are both seen to be Morita invariant. 1 
If  R is directly finite, so is eRe; thus a directly infinite SP(o0) ring would 
yield a counterexample to the longstanding conjecture that a matrix ring 
over a directly finite regular ring is necessarily directly finite. On the other 
hand, if it were proved that every regular SP(co) ring is directly finite, then 
we would obviously have as a corollary, that a matrix ring over a directly 
finite regular simple ring is directly finite (and of course simple regular). 
For a regular ring R, we define three types of functions, N: R -+ [O, 11: 
(a) an upper rank function, (b) a lower rank function, (c) a rank function, 
to be a function satisfying 
(i) N(r) = 0 if and only if Y = 0, 
(ii) N(1) = 1, 
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(iii) N(Ys) < N(r) and N(U) < N(s) for all Y, s in R, 
(iv) for orthogonal idempotents e,f, 
(4 We +f) 2 N(e) + N(f), 
(b) We + f) < N(e) + N( f  ), 
(c) N(e + f) = N(e) + N(f). 
Observe that if YR = sR, then N(Y) = N(s); if u is a unit, N(u) = 1; 
more generally, if YR 5 sR, then N(Y) < N(s). 
LEMMA 2. If N is a lower rank function, then d(x, y) = N(x - y) defines 
a metric on R; addition and multiplication are uniformly continuous with 
respect to d. 
Proof. (Y + s)R C YR + sR. We may find orthogonal idempotents e, f  
such that YR = eR, fR C sR and (e + f)R = YR + sR. Then 
N(y + s) < N(e +f) < N(e) + N(f) < N(r) + N(s). 
The other properties are similarly verified. 1 
The function N(Y) = 1 if Y # 0 is an obvious lower rank function. We 
call a ring a (upper) rank ring if it is regular and possesses a (upper) rank 
function. Corresponding to the notion of rank function is a function on 
L(R), additive on direct summands, called in [19], a dimension function. 
Instead of measuring just the principal right ideals, we wish to examine all 
finitely generated projective right modules, the collection of which we 
denote by P(R). When R is regular, P(R) is an abelian category (by [5, 
Lemma 3.21, every homomorphism P -+ Q splits for P, Q E P(R)). 
As before, we define three functions D: P(R) --+ [0, co): (a) an upper 
dimension function, (b) a lower dimension function, (c) a dimension function, 
to be a function satisfying 
(i) D(P) = 0 if and only if P = (0) 
(ii) D(R,) = 1, 
(iii) I f  P 5 Q, then D(P) < D(Q), 
(iv) (a) D(P 0 Q) 2 D(P) + D(Q) and D(nP) = nD(P), 
(b) D(P 08) < D(P) + D(Q) and D(nP) = nW-3 
(4 W’ CD 8) = D(P) + D(Q)- 
A dimension function may be thought of as an abelian group homomor- 
phism K,(R)+ ll$ (K,(R) is the Grothendieck group of R) sending isomor- 
phism classes of projective modules to nonnegative numbers, and sending 
the class of R, to 1. A dimension function restricted to L(R) induces a 
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dimension function in the sense of von Neumann [19]; we will show the 
converse as well. Thus, there is a duality between rank functions and 
dimension functions; this does not hold in the “lower” situation (except in 
division rings, the condition D(G) = nD(P) rules out the discrete lower 
rank function). We require a lemma about decompositions of members 
of P(R). 
LEMMA 3 [5, Lemma 3.81. Let R be a regular ring, and {4,}~=, , {B,}~=i C 
P(R) such that 
6 Ai N 6 Bj . 
i=l i=l 
Then there exist decompositions Ai = @El Aij for each i such that 
Bi N 6 Aij 
i=l 
for each j. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let R be a regular ring. Then there is a bijection between 
rank and dimension functions, determined by N(r) = D(rR). 
Proof, If D is a dimension function, the N so-defined is readily seen to be 
a rank function. Conversely, by [19, Theorem 18.11, the D defined above 
satisfies (i)-(iv) on principal right ideals; we must extend D to all of P(R). 
Let P E P(R); by [14, Theorem 41, P ‘v &, Ai , for some n, some A, EL(R). 
Set D(P) = C D(AJ; we must show this is well defined: If P N @y=, B, 
(Bj EL(R)), by the decomposition of the above lemma, we may write 
Ai = @El Aii; as A, EL(R), D(AJ = Cz, D(Aij), SOAR D(AJ = & D(Aij). 
Now, @T=, Aij N Bj , so by considering the image of Ai? in Bj and recalling 
that Bj EL(R), we obtain xi D(Aij) = D(Bj) and thus 
T D(Ai) = c Wd = C WA 
iJ j 
so the extension D to P is well defined, and obviously unique. 1 
As observed previously, lower rank functions need not extend at all to 
P(R); for upper rank functions, the situation is unclear: One must prove that 
is finite. 
We obtain as a corollary to Proposition 4 what is essentially the main 
result of [lo, Theorem 11: 
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COROLLARY 5. If  R and S are Morita equivalent regular rings there is a 
bijection between rank functions on R and those on S. 
Proof. P(R) ‘u P(S) when R is Morita equivalent to S. 1 
COROLLARY 6. If  R is a regular ring with a rank function or an upper 
dimension function, then 
(i) M,R is directly finite for all n. 
moduj;;l I f  p E P(R), p contains no infinite direct sums of nonzero isomorphic 
(iii) I f  P E P(R), P contains no uncountable direct sums of nonxero 
submodules. 
Proof. In either case, n/r,R possesses an upper rank function for all n. 
(i) It suffices to show R is directly finite: Suppose xy = 1. Then, yxR N R, 
so N(yx) = 1; but yx is idempotent, and as 1 = (1 - yx) + yx, we obtain 
1 > N(l - ye) + N( yx), so N(l - yx) < 0, whence 1 = yx. (ii) Clearly, 
if P contains an infinite direct sum of isomorphic right ideals, these may be 
assumed principal (i.e., cyclic and therefore projective). Let D be an upper 
dimension function on P(R) (exists either by hypothesis or by Proposition 4); 
then D(nQ) = no(Q). If  nQ 5 P, f  or all n, we must have D(P) > nD(Q) 
for all n, whence D(Q) = 0, so Q = (0). (iii) is similar. 1 
I” 
We have shown that matrix rings (more generally endomorphism rings of 
finitely generated projective modules) over rank rings are rank rings. Ob- 
viously, regular subrings and countable products of rank rings are also rank 
rings. However, factor rings nor inductive limits of rank rings need not 
possess a rank function, and we now prepare for the examples. 
A regular ring satisfies the comparability axiom [5] if for all J, K EL(R), 
either / ( K or K ,( J. 
PROPOSITION 7. If  R is a regular ring satisfying the comparability axiom, 
then R is a rank ring if and only if R is directly finite and simple. 
Proof. I f  R is simple and directly finite, the result was shown in [5, 
Theorem 3.131. If  R is a rank ring, R is directly finite by Corollary 6(i); 
suppose R is not simple. There exists a nonzero r in R such that R $ n(rR) 
for all positive n. By [5, Lemma 3.71, n(rR) 2 R for all n; by the argument in 
Corollary 6(ii), this leads to D(rR) = 0, a contradiction. 1 
It should be remarked that for unit-regular rings [l, 111 n(rR) ,( R for 
all n implies &,(rR) ,( R. 
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EXAMPLE 1 (Referee). A factor ring of a rank ring need not possess 
a rank function. 
Let R = nT=, Fi be a countable product of fields. This has obvious rank 
functions, but the ring S = R/@Fi has uncountable direct sums of ideals, 
by a result of Tarski (If A is a countable infinite set, there exists an 
uncountable collection (&I of infinite subsets of A, such that Bi n Bj is 
finite for all i f  j.) 
EXAMPLE 1A. A prime factor ring of a rank ring need not be a rank ring: 
Let R, = MiF, for F a field. Set R = ny=, R, . I f  Ni is the usual rank on 
MiF divided by i, the function C (N,/2i) defines a rank function on R. R is 
right and left self-injective so by [2, Lemma 51, any prime factor ring satisfies 
the comparability axiom. Now any factor ring that is given by a minimal 
prime ideal of R is an ultraproduct of the R, [2, Proposition 3.31 and by 
Los’s theorem [22, p. 901 ‘f 1 every ultraproduct were simple, there must be 
a uniform bound on the n such that Ri is SP(n). However, Ri is SP(i), so R 
possesses a minimal prime ideal that is not maximal, i.e., the factor ring S 
is prime regular with comparability but is not simple, so does not possess 
a rank function. 
EXAMPLE 2. An inductive limit of rank rings need not be a rank ring: 
Let R be the collection of N, >: X, matrices with entries from the field F, 
the form 
A E M,F, some n 
qEF. 
R is prime regular, satisfies the comparability axiom, but is not simple, so 
cannot be a rank ring. However, R is a direct limit of completely reducible 
rings, T, = M%F x F with maps T,, --f T,,, given by (A, q) --f ([” J, q). 
Each T, has rank functions, but R = lim T, has none. 
Contrast this example with the results in [4], where it is shown that any 
simple direct limit of rank rings is a rank ring. 
We now restrict our attention to simple regular rings R with M,R directly 
finite for all n. In [5, Sect. C], the function Ds : P(R) ---f [0, 00) (there given 
as a function L(R) ---f [0, I]) was defined by 
D,(P) = sup{m/n / mR 2 nP, m >, 0, n > 0}, 
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and a corresponding N,: R -+ [0, l] defined by N,(r) = DS(rR). Analogously, 
we may define Df: P(R) + [0, co), N+: R -+ [0, l] by 
D+(P) = inf{m/n 1 nP 2 mR, m > 0, n > 0}, 
and N+(r) = D+(rR). 
A ring is unit-regular [l] if for all Y  in R, there exists a unit u such that 
YUY = Y. Unit-regular rings have n/rR directly finite for all n, and are 
precisely the regular rings to satisfy a cancellation law [II, Theorem 21; if 
A, B, C E P(R) and A @B N A 0 C, then B N C. Directly finite regular 
rings need not be unit-regular (Bergman) but no counterexamples are 
known in the simple case. 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose R is simple and unit-regular. 
(0) D+>D,. 
(a) Ds is an upper dimension function; Ns is an upper rank function. 
(b) D+ is a lower dimension function; N+ is a lower rank function. 
(c) If D is any upper (lower) dimension function, D 3 Ds , (D+ > 0). 
(d) If P, Q E P(R) and satisfy P @Q N tR for some integer t, then 
D,(P) + D+(Q) = t. 
(e) For any idempotent e in R, Ns(e) + N+(l - e) = 1. 
Proof. (0) This requires only nP 2 mP implies n < m, a formally 
weaker condition than unit-regularity. 
(a) Proved (in effect) under weaker assumptions in [5, Proposition 3. I, 
Theorem 3.31. 
(b) Follows from (0) and the dual to the proof of (a). 
(c) If  mR 5 nP, there exists K E P(R) with mR @ K ~1’ nP, so 
nD(P) = D(nP) > D(mR) + D(K) > m, 
and thus D(P) > m/n, whence D(P) > D,(P). The bracketed statement 
is proved dually. 
(d) Suppose D,(P) + D+(Q) > t; then D,(P) > t - D+(Q). There 
exist integers m, n with (1) D,(P) > m/n > t - D+(Q) and mR ,( nP. 
Adding nQ and cancelling mR from the sum (possible, since tn > m by 
cancellation), we obtain TZQ 5 (tn - m)R, whence D+(Q) < t - m/n, so 
m/n ,( t - D+(Q), contradicting (1). Thus Ds(P) + D+(Q) ,( t. A similar 
process yields the reverse inequality. 
(e) Put t = 1 in (d). 1 
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The unit-regularity (in place of the formally weaker M,R directly finite 
for all n) is essential only in (d) and (e), which represent a type of duality 
between upper and lower dimension functions. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let R be a simple unit-regular ring. R is then a topological 
ring with a metric d defined by d(x, y) = N+(x -y). The following are 
equivalent. 
(a) R is locally compact in the d-metric; 
(b) R is discrete in the d-metric; 
(c) R ‘v M,D, for some division ring D. 
Proof. The topological ring structure is proved in Lemma 2. 
(a) * (b): Suppose R is not discrete. Then there is an idempotent 
e # 0 such that eR is contained in a compact neighborhood of 0. As eR is 
the kernel of left multiplication by 1 - e, it is a closed, hence compact, 
subset of R. Now R 5 n(eR) for some integer n. With the product topology 
on n(eR), this subisomorphism (a sum of element left-multiplications) is 
continuous. Since R, n(eR) are finitely generated projective modules, the 
maps splits, whence R is a closed (therefore compact) subset of n(eR). Thus 
R is even compact. 
The center of R is a field F, and all nonzero elements of F have Nf-value 1 
(being units); as F is closed under subtraction, F is discrete in the relative 
topology. As R is compact, we must assume F is a finite field, else the 
Bolzano-Weierstrass property fails. Now given any principal right ideal J, 
we show there exists a principal right ideal KC J, such that 2K N J. 
As R is simple, there exist Jr , Ja nonzero principal right ideals satisfying 
Jl ” J2 = m Jl = Jz 9 and Jr @ Jz C J. We may form the collection 
V may be partially ordered (by containment of pairs), is nonempty, and by 
Zorn’s lemma possesses a maximal element, say (Ci , D,), . By [5, Corollary 
3.4(b)], we may assume I is the positive integers. We may thus find orthogonal 
idempotents {ei} such that 
for all n. 
Define en = Cy=, ei . Consider the sequence (en). By the Bolzano-Weierstrass 
property, this sequence has a Cauchy subsequence; but if n > m, 
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N+(en - em) = N+(C” m+l ei) is an increasing function of n; therefore if (en) 
possesses a Cauchy subsequence, it must itself be Cauchy. Now a compact 
metric space is complete; we may find h = lim en. Clearly ha = h, and as 
Ci _N Di , we obtain 2hR 5 J (note that as J is principal and thus closed, 
h belongs to J, and the Di may similarly be orthogonalized). I f  2hR @ J’ N J 
for some nonzero J’, the maximality of (Ci , Di) would be contradicted, since 
J’ can be broken up into 2J” @ y. Thus 2hR N J. 
Now we show that R possesses a subring (as a ring with 1) isomorphic to 
lim Mz,F. By the preceding paragraph, there exists e = e2 in R with 
eR ‘v (1 - e)R (2eR z R). Then there exist X, y  in R with xy = e, 
yx = 1 - e, x = ex(1 - e), and y  = (1 - e)ye. The F-vector space, F2 , 
generated by X, y, e, 1 - e is actually an algebra isomorphic to AZ2 F, and 
the map F . 1 + &I2 F is the diagonal map. Bisect e, 1 - e into orthogonal 
“halves,” and repeat this process to obtain F4, an algebra isomorphic to 
M4F, and the map F2 + F4 is just the diagonal map. Continuing this bi- 
section and taking the unions (direct limit), we obtain lim M,, F as a subring 
with 1 of R. 
Now any finite dimensional algebraic extension of F is contained (as a 
subring with 1) in M2,F for suitably large n; thus the algebraic closure F 
of F may be found as a subring of lim M,, F, hence as a subring of R. But fr 
is an infinite field, so in the d-metric is discrete and closed, contradicting 
compactness of R. 
(b) => (c): Suppose R is discrete but not artinian. Since R is simple, 
for any nonzero principal right ideal J, we may find nonzero J’ such that 
2J’ 5 J. Thus we may find a sequence of idempotents (eJ such that 
2e,R 5 eiplR, so that N+(ei) < &V(ei-,), whence {N(eJ} decreases to 0. 
But R is discrete, so there exists a real number t greater than 0 such that 
{Y E R j N+(Y) < t} = {O}. 
This contradicts the existence of such a sequence. 
(c) * (b) 3 (a): Trivial. B 
Remarks (1). The construction of lim Mz, F inside R in the proof of 
(a) 5 (b) above works if R is right self-injective SP(c0). 
(2) The result (a) 3 (b) above works if N+ is replaced by any lower 
rank function; (b) + (c) will go through if the lower rank function was 
induced by a lower dimension function. 
We now extend the result in [5, Theorem 3.131 to a somewhat wider class 
of simple regular rings. 
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Let k be a positive integer and R a regular ring. R satisfies k-comparability 
if for all J, K in L(R) either 
J 5 k(K) or K 2 k(J). 
This condition implies the two-sided ideals of R are totally ordered, hence 
implies primeness; obviously, l-comparability is just comparability. We 
shall show that (in particular) a simple unit-regular ring with k-comparability 
for some k is a rank-ring with a unique rank function, This generalizes the 
result [5, Theorem 3.131 from comparability. In [4], Goodearl has constructed 
simple unit-regular rings with more than one rank function, so these cannot 
have k-comparability. On the other hand, there exist simple 2-comparable 
rings that do not possess comparability. 
We outline the proof that is to follow. It is shown that k-comparability 
implies Ns (or any other upper rank function) defines a uniform topology. 
By adapting a proof of the Alexandroff-Urysohn Metrization Theorem for 
uniform spaces, we construct a lower rank function (and by Lemma 2, 
a metric) which induces the same uniformity. The ring is then completed, 
and it is shown that the completion, R, is right and left self-injective regular. 
I f  M is any maximal ideal in i?, it is easily seen that R/M is a rank ring, so 
by the simplicity of R, R is embedded in a rank ring and is thus a rank ring. 
Uniqueness follows from two results in [4, 51. 
I would like to thank Ken Louden for his observations concerning uniform 
spaces. 
For terminology and results about uniform spaces, see [16, pp. 174-2161. 
LEMMA lo. Let N be an upper rank function on a regular ring R. The 
collection 
/.L = {U, / 6 > 0, U, = {(x, y) E R x R / N(x - y) < 6)) 
is a base for a uniformity on R if and only if for all 8 > 0, there exists <a > 0 
such tkat N(x), N(y) < E~ implies N(x + y) < 6. 
Proof. See [16, Theorem 2, p. 1771. I 
I f  N satisfies the condition of Lemma 10, we say N induces a uniformity. 
LEMMA 11. If  N is an upper rank function on a regular ring R, and there 
exists a real number L such that 
N(x + y) < L(N(x) + N(y)) for all x, y  in R (Lipschitz condition) 
then N induces a uniformity. 
Proof. For 6 > 0, set Q = 6/2L. 1 
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PROPOSITION 12. Suppose R is simple regular, for all n, M,R is directly 
jinite and R satis$es k-comparability. Then for all x, y in R, 
Ns(x + Y> G @ + l)(Ns(x) + Ns(Y)). 
Proof. If xR 5 k(yR), we have (x + y)R ,( xR x yR 5 (k + 1)yR. 
Applying Ds , we get 
Ns(x +Y) < D&k + l)yR) = (k + 1) Ds(yR) 
= (k + 1) N,(Y) < (k + l)(Ns(x) + Ns(r>). 1 
Thus NS defines a uniformity. It seems more convenient (and more 
general) to treat the problem from the uniformity point of view. From now 
until further notice, R is a regular ring, N an upper rank function that 
induces a uniformity. The proof of the following is adapted from [16]. 
LEMMA 13 (Alexandroff-Urysohn [16, Lemma 12, p. 1851). There exists 
a lower rank function M that induces the same uniformity as N. 
Proof. V,(CX E [0, I]) is as defined in the statement of Lemma 10. Define 
a collection (Ui}zO of subsets of R x R as follows. U” = R x R, U1 = U, ; 
there exists 42) < + such that N(xj) < 42) for j = 1, 2, 3 implies 
N(x, + x2 + xa) < 8. Put U2 = UC(2~ . Given US = UE(n) set Unfl = 
U F(Btl) where 0 < l (n + 1) < 2-%(n) and satisfies N(xj) < l (n + 1) for 
j = 1,2,3 implies N(x, + x2 + xa) < c(n). Thus 7.J” 3 Un+l and as lim c(n) = 0, 
{F} is a basis for the uniformity. 
Now define a map f: R x R -+ [0, l] by 
f(r, s) = 2-“, if r - s E U” - Ulzfl, 
=o if r - s E U” for all n. 
Define M’: R + [0, l] by 
M’(x) = ($f, Cf (Xi 9 %+I), 
where the Inf is taken over all finite sequences (xi)co such that x0 = 0, 
m = x. The triangle inequality (M’(x + y) ,( M’(x) + M’(y)) is clear. As 
r”(w y4 < f (x, y), it f o 11 ows that M’(xs) < M’(x); symmetrically, M’(xs) < 
M’(s). The proof that the uniformities of N and M’ (M’ obviously induces a 
pseudometric) coincide is exactly the proof of [16, 12(b), p. 1851 with 
d(x, y) = M’(x - y). As N induces a Hausdorff topology, so does d, hence 
M’(x) = 0 implies x = 0. Thus M = M’/M’(l) is a lower rank function. 1 
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A sequence (YJ of elements of R is N-cauchy if, for all E > 0, there exists 
an integer P such that p, p >, P implies 
N(Y, - r,) < c. 
The sequence is null if it is N-cauchy and lim sup N(YJ = 0. 
It follows from Lemma 13 that the N-cauchy sequences are just the usual 
cauchy sequences with respect to M. By Lemma 2, M is uniformly continuous 
with respect to the M- (and hence N-) induced uniformity. We now observe 
that a result of Halperin [9, Theorem 3.71 carries over to a slightly more 
general situation. 
PROPOSITION 14. Let S be a regular ring, with a lower rank function W. 
Then the completion of S, s is a regular ring and W extends uniquely to a 
uniformly continuous lower rank function w on S. 
Proof. The proof of [9, Theorem 3.7(i)] works. 1 
So the completion of R (at N or M) is a regular ring with a lower rank 
function z defined by ?@((uJ) = lim M(aJ if (Q is a cauchy sequence in 8. 
It turns out that N may be “extended” as well; the main problem is that N 
need not be uniformly continuous. 
LEMMA 15 (see [9, proof of Theorem 3.7(ii); 6, Lemma 9.61). 
(a) Any idempotent in i? is a limit of idempotents in R. 
(b) Any finite orthogonal set of n idempotents in i? can be obtained as 
limits of n idempotents from R, {(eij)~“=l};l , such that for each i, {eil , ei2 ,..., ein} 
are orthogonal. 
(c) Let (E,}TzI be orthogonal idempotents in R. There exist sequences of 
idempotents {(eij)~zI}jm=l of R such that 
(eii)Tsl converges to Ei for each j 
and 
h , ei2 ,..., eii} are orthogonal for all i. 
Proof. (a, b) The proofs of the results quoted in this lemma use only 
M(x + Y> < M(x) + M(Y) and W-4 < M(y), M(s). 
(c) If i < j, define eti = 0. By Lemma 15(b), we may find for each i 
orthogonal idempotents {es1 ,..., eid} such that M(eij - EJ < 1/2j if j < i. 1 
For convenience, we let T denote the ring of cauchy sequences of R and K 
the (ideal of) null sequences; previously, we had identified R with T/K, and 
had identified elements of T with their images modulo K. 
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LEMMA 16. Let (YJ be a Cauchy sequence in R. If 
Inf Lim inf N(sJ = 0 
{(SJET((Ti-sJEK} ixc 
then (YJ is a null sequence. 
Proof. Suppose the equality holds. There exist Cauchy sequences 
(indexed by n = 1, 2,...){~~,~}~=i such that (ri - si,J is null for any n and 
lim infi,, N(s& < l/2”-l. By choosing suitable subsequences of the (si,J 
we may assume lim,,m N(s& exists for all n. We define a sequence (tj) as 
follows. There exists P(2) such that for all integers p 3 P(2), we have 
N(s,,,) < $. By induction there exist integers P(n) 3 P(n - I), P(n) > n 
such that for all p 3 P(n), N(s,,,) < 1/2+l, and N(s,,, - s,,J < l/Z+l 
(this latter inequality is possible since for all n, lim,,, M(s~,~ - sp,i) = 0, 
so (s~,~ - s,,J is Cauchy and null with respect to M, hence null with respect 
to N). Define t j  = spcj),?. Then (tj) is null (N(t,) < 1/2%-l); as N(s~(~),~ - 
spcn),,) < 1/2+l, we note that (s~(~),~ - spcn),i) is null; now (sptn),i) is a 
subsequence of (si,J, so it is Cauchy. Since (s~,~ - YJ is null, and (ti - YJ = 
(s~,~ - YJ + (ti - si,i) is a sum of null sequences, it follows that (ti - YJ 
is a null sequence. However, (YJ = (to + (ri - ti) is thus the sum of two 
null sequences, hence it is null. 1 
The function Inf lim inf N(sJ described in Lemma 16 is the “extension” 
of N to i?; unfortunately, restricted to R, it need not yield N. 
LEMMA 17. R has no nontrivial uncountable direct sums of principal right 
(Zeft) ideals. 
Proof. Let {Ej}jcJ be nonzero idempotents in R such that BieJ E$ is a 
right ideal and 1 J j is uncountable. Define N* by 
N*(Ej) = Inf 
{(s~~),GTI(s,~), converges to Ej} 
lim inf N(su). 
~-KC 
By the preceding lemma, N*(Ej) # 0 for all j. For each integer n set 
1% = {Jo J 1 N*(Ej) > l/n}. (Jn Jn = j, so there exists m such that 1 J, 1 
is infinite. Hence there exist 2m idempotents (F,}EIC{Ej} such that 
N*(F,) > l/m fork = 1, 2,..., 2m. If ER = FR, it follows from N(Ys) < N(Y), 
N(s) that N*(E) = N*(F) (the definition of N* may be extended to all of ii, 
and in fact N*/N*( 1) is an upper rank function). Thus we may find orthogonal 
idempotents {F,‘) with Fk’B = F,R and N*(F,‘) = N*(F,). By Lemma 15(b), 
there exist 2m sequences of idempotents {(e,,)}Ezl of R such that (e,,), 
converges to F,’ for each k, and for each i, (eilc}:zl are orthogonal. Put 
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fi = Ciz, eili . Then iV(fJ > & N(eis) and (fi) converges to Ck F,‘. Now 
N*(F,‘) < lim infi,, N(eil,), so we have 
2 < c N*(F,‘) < c lirn&f N(eiJ < li%rif 2 N(eir) 
k k k 
f  lirnrif N(fi). 
Thus there exists an fi in R with N(fJ > 2, a contradiction. The dual 
argument works for left ideals. 1 
LEMMA 18. R is right and left self-injective. 
Proof. Let I be a right ideal of 8. Then 1 is an essential extension of a 
direct sum of principal right ideals (true in any ring), @ E,i? is necessarily 
countable by the preceding result. As R is nonsingular, if two homomorphisms 
I + i? agree on @ E$, they are equal. Thus it suffices to show any homo- 
morphism f: 0 E,i? -+ R may be given by left multiplication by an element 
of R. (Left injectivity is dual.) 
We may assume {E,}TC1 are orthogonal. By Lemma 15, there exist sequences 
of idempotents ((e,j)za=,> of R satisfying the consequences of Lemma 15(c). 
Now f  (Ej) = (T+~,~)E~ for some collection of Cauchy sequences {(Y~,~)}~=~ . 
We may find sequences of small positive numbers l n’, cz such that N(x,), 
N(%) < en ’ implies N(x, + x2) < l/2”, and N(xi) < l tL for i = 1, 2,..., 2% 
implies N& Xi) < 6,‘. 
For a collection of orthogonal idempotents {gi}, EL, gi + x2,+, gi = 
zz, gi , so iV(~~++,gJ < N(Cyg,) - N(xFgJ. It follows from the proofs 
of Lemmas 15 and 17 that lim m>n-mCz+l N*(E,) = 0. Thus by refining 
and reindexing, we may assume that N(zE,+, e,,J < 6,‘. We may further 
assume (again by refinements) that the {(Y~,~)~}~ and ((ei,i)i}j sequences satisfy: 
Wkj -  e,J < 4 ,  for all m 3 n, 
and c*> 
N(rm,j - yn,i) < cZ for all j. 
Set t, = Cj”=, rnsjen,j ; ( tn )  will be the desired left multiplier. For m > n, 
L - tn = f (r,,ien,.j - r,.jel,,j) + f r~,j%j . (5) 
i=l j=n+l 
Denote the value of N at the second sum on the right of (1) by A, the value of 
N at the first by B. Since the {e,n,j}zn=l are orthogonal, Cj r,,jem,j E R(& e,,j), 
so A < NE:,+1 e,,j) < en’. NOW, rm,jem,j - rn3jen,j = rm,dem,j - %,j) + 
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(rmSj - r,,JeaSj , and by (*) it follows that B < E,‘. As A, B < E,‘, we have 
that N(& - t,) < l/2”, whence (t,J E T. 
Finally, (ti)(eii) E (r,,je,,i) + K, so left multiplication by (tJ duplicates the 
action off on Ej . Thus i? is right self-injective, and the symmetric argument 
shows fT is left self-injective. 1 
We drop the conventions on R, N, M, etc. 
THEOREM 19. Let R be a regular ring. N an upper rank junction. If  N 
induces a uniformity, then the uniformity is metrizable and the completion of R 
with respect to it is a right and left self-injective regular ring, with no uncountable 
direct sums of nonzero right ideals. 
The properties of R stated in Theorem 19 are not sufficient to guarantee 
the existence of a rank function, even for complete Boolean algebras [17, 211. 
This was pointed out to me by Bill Fleissner. 
To complete the main theorem, we prove a little result on simple factor 
rings of self-injective rings. 
LEMMA 20. Let R be a right self-injective, directly Jinite regular ring. Then 
any simple factor ring of R possesses a unique rank junction. 
Proof. By [2, L emma 51 R/M satisfies the comparability axiom. By [ll, 
Proposition 161, R is unit-regular, so R/M is also, hence is directly finite. 
By [5, Corollary 3.151, R/M possesses a unique rank function. 1 
Renault has shown that the R/M of Lemma 20 is even right self-injective. 
THEOREM 21. Let R be a simple regular ring with MnR directly Jinite for 
all n such that Ns induces a uniformity on R. Then R is a rank ring. 
Proof. Right and left self-injectivity implies direct finiteness [19], so 
i?/M is a rank ring by the preceding result. As R is simple, the map R -+ R/M 
is an embedding, so R is a regular subring of a rank ring, whence a rank 
ring. 1 
COROLLARY 22. Suppose R is a ring with the following properties. 
(a) R is simple regular. 
(b) For all n, M,R is directly$nite. 
(c) R satisfies k-comparability for some integer k. 
Then R possesses a unique rank junction. 
Proof. (a), (b) are precisely the conditions that NS be an upper rank 
function, and by Propositions 8, and 12 and Lemma 11, (c) implies that Ns 
induces a uniformity, so by Theorem 21, R possesses a rank function. 
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If e is an idempotent in R, either eR 5 k(1 - e)R or (1 - e)R 5 k(eR). 
Thus either R 5 (k + 1)eR or R 5 (k + I)(1 - e)R. Hence R satisfies the 
k-insulator condition of [5, Theorem 4.41 so, by that result, the completion 
of R at any rank function is simple. But by [4, Corollary 211, if Nr , N, are 
distinct rank functions, the completion of R at +(N, + NJ is not simple. 
Thus R cannot have more than one rank function. 1 
There exist 2-comparable simple unit-regular rings that are not com- 
parable. 
EXAMPLE 3 (K. R. Goodearl). A 2-comparable simple unit-regular ring 
that does not have comparability. 
Let F be a field and set T, = M3,F x M,,F (n = 0, l,...) with maps 
T, + T,,, given by 
Set R = Lim T,, . I f  r, s E T, , then rR 5 sR occurs if and only if for some 
p > n, the image of r in T, has both its ranks (as 3” x 31, matrices) less 
than the corresponding ranks of the image of s. So subisomorphism depends 
entirely on the behavior of ranks under the maps T, + T,,, . Suppose, if 
r = (rl , YJ in T, , we denote the rank of Y by (a, a’) where a = rank rr , 
a’ = rank r2 . Because R is a direct limit of unit-regular rings, R is unit- 
regular, so the cancellation law holds. 
Suppose s E T, ; we wish to see if rR, sR are 2-comparable. We may 
assume r, s E T, , and let (a, a’), (b, b’) d enote the ranks of Y, s as elements 
of T, . We may assume a < b, b’ < a’. By cancellation we may “subtract” 
a principal right ideal with values (b - a, a’ - b’) as rank. Thus the problem 
reduces to comparing the behavior of the ranks (a, 0) and (0, b). Suppose 
a < b; the images in T,+l have ranks (2u, a) and (b, 2b). As a < b, 2u < 2b, 
so (2u, u) < (2b, 4b) = 2(b, 2b); thus 2-comparability holds. However, if 
a = b = 1, the images in T,,, will have ranks 
( 
31, + 1 3”- 1 3p - 1 32, + 1 
-9- 2 2 1 
and ~ 
( 2 72' 1 
so comparability does not occur. The rank function on R is given by N(r) = 
4 . ((u + a’)/3”) if rank r = (a, a’). It is easily seen that N = Ns . 1 
A (formally) weaker condition than k-comparability is the following. 
Let p be any rational number greater than or equal to 1. A regular ring R 
satisfies approximate p-comparability if for all J, K in L(R), there exists an 
integer m (depending on J and K) such that mp is an integer and 
either m J 5 mpK or mK 5 mpJ. 
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Obviously, if 4 > p, approximate p-comparability implies approximate 
q-comparability; if p is an integer, p-comparability implies approximate 
p-comparability; it is unknown whether the converse holds for unit-regular 
rings. 
THEOREM 23. Let R be a simple regular ring with M*R directly finite for 
all integers n, and suppose R satisjes approximate p-comparability for some 
rational p greater than or equal to 1. Then R possesses a unique rank function. 
Proof. Existence is proved by showing NS induces a uniformity; in 
particular, NS satisfies the Lipschitz condition: If  m J 5 mpK for J, K E L(R), 
then m( J+ K) 15 m( J+ K) 5 (pm + m)K; thus, W J + K) < (p + 1) &(K), 
so if J = xR, K = yR, we have (x + y)R C xR + yR, whence N,(x -r y) < 
Ds(J + K) < (p + l)(N,(x) + N,(y)). Therefore by Proposition 12 and 
Theorem 21, R possesses a rank function. 
Uniqueness is proved as in the k-comparability case, by showing the 
completion at every rank function is simple and applying [4, Corollary 211. 
A slight adaptation of the proof of [S, Th eorem 4.41 shows the completions 
are simple. 1 
In [5, Theorem 3.131, it was shown that if R satisfies comparability and 
is directly finite and simple, then NS is a rank function, rather than merely 
inducing a uniformity. Example 3 shows that if NS is a rank function, then 
R need not satisfy comparability; however, it comes very close to doing so. 
THEOREM 24. Let R be a simple unit-regular ring. Ns is a rank function 
on R if and only if 
for all n, M,R satisfies approximate p-comparability 
for all rational p in the open interval (1, a). (*I 
We require a few lemmas to prepare for the proof. 
LEMMA 25. Let N be a rank function on a regular ring R, and R the 
completion of R at the N-induced metric. The following are equivalent. 
(a) R is simple. 
(b) If  e, f  are idempotents in R, then sup,,s N(erf) = min(N(e), N( f  )). 
(c) For all q in the interval (1, 2), given idempotents e, f,  there exists r 
in R (depending on q, e, f) such that N(mf) > (l/q) . min(N(e), N(f )). 
(d) There exists an integer k such that for any nonzero idempotent e in R, 
there exists r in R such that N(er(1 - e)) > (l/k) . min(N(e), N(l - e)). 
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Proof. (a) 3 (b): Ob serve that the completion will satisfy comparability 
([2, Lemma 5]), so there exists r in 2 such that N(u~) = min(N(e), N(f)). 
(b) 2 (c) j (d): Clear. 
(d) = (a): As in the proof of [5, Theorem 4.41, it suffices to show that 
the only central idempotents of R are 0 and 1. So let E be a central idempotent 
of R. There exists by [6, Lemma 9.61, an idempotent e,L in R such that 
iV(e - e,) < I jZn. We have 
A+V(u(l - c) - e, * ~(1 - e,)) 
= X((C - e,) r(1 - c) + e,r((l - c) - (1 - e,))) 
< iT((c - e,) ~(1 - c) + N(e,r(c - e,)) 
< 1/2n + 1/2n = 1/2n-1. 
However, (~(1 - c)) = 0, so N(e,r(l - e,)) < l/Zn-l for all Y in R. Thus if 
2+1> K, Y may be chosen to obtain a contradiction unless either lim N(e,) = 0 
(so E = 0) or lim N(1 - e,) = 0 (so E = 1). 1 
LEMMA 26. Let R be a regular ring, and D any upper (lower) dimension 
function on R. Then D is a dimension function if and only ;ffor all J, K E L(R) 
such that J @ K = R, 
D(J) + D(K) = 1. 
Proof. Only the “upper” case is proved; the “lower” case is similar. 
First suppose P @Q N nR. Then 
n 2 D(P) + D(Q). (1) 
By Lemma 3, we may write R = Ji @ Ki (i = 1, 2 ,..., n) with P N @ Ji , 
Q IV @Ki . Then D( Ji) + D(K$) = 1, so C D( Ji) + D(Ki) = n. But 
D(P) = D(OJd > C D(Ji), so 
D(P) + D(Q) 2 n. (2) 
Combining (1) and (2), D(P) + D(Q) = n. 
Now, suppose A, , A, are any finitely generated projective modules. Find 
a finitely generated projective A, such that A, @ A, @ A, N nR for some n. 
We have seen 
D(A, @ A,+l) + D(A,+z) = n (indexing mod 3), i = 0, 1, 2. C3i) 
Now 2nR N oi (A, @ A,,,): As D(P @Q) > D(P) + D(Q) for any 
f’, Q E P(R), 
272 > c D(A, 0 Ai+& (4) z 
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From (3,) added together we obtain 
whence C D(AJ > n. But n = D(@AJ > C D(A& so C II = n. 
Applying this to (3,) yields D(A, @ A,) = D(A,) + D(A,). 1 
LEMMA 27. For a simple unit-regular ring, the following are equivalent. 
(a) NS is a rank function. 
(b) N+ is a rank function. 
(c) Ns = N+. 
(d) Ds = D+. 
Proof. (c) => (b), (c) z- (a) follow from Proposition 8. 
(a) 3 (d): By Proposition S(d), if J @ K = R, then DS(]) + D+(K) = 1; 
but Ds(J) + D,(K) = 1, so D,(K) = D+(K), so both DS and D+ are 
dimension functions by Lemma 26. 
(d) * (c): Trivial. 
(b) Z- (c): Similar to (a) => (d) - (c). 1 
Proof of Theorem 24. Suppose Ns is a rank function. Then Ds = D+, so 
the function Ns on MnR is a rank function for every n. Since Ns is a rank 
function, it is unique by [5, Proposition 41, so by [4], w is simple. By 
Lemma 25, given two idempotents e, f and a rational q greater than 1, there 
exists Y such that Ns(erf) > (l/q) . min(N(e), N( f )). Suppose Ns(e) > Ns(f ). 
Then qNs(erf) > N( f ). W e may find an integer t such that tq is an integer; 
then there exist integers a, b such that 
D,(tq(erfR)) > a/b > D&fR) = D+(tfR). 
Thus there exists m such that 
maR 5 mtqb(erfR), (1) 
and there exists n such that 
ntb(fR) 5 naR. (2) 
((1) is from the definition of DS , and (2) from D+.) Taking n copies of (1) 
and m copies of (2), we obtain 
mntb(fR) 5 mnaR 5 mntqb(erfR). 
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Now erfR 5 eR, so that with C = mntb we have C(fR) 5 Cq(eR), whence 
R satisfies approximate q-comparability for any q greater than 1. By the 
initial comment, M,R does for all n. 
Conversely, suppose M,R satisfies approximate q-comparability for all q 
greater than 1, for all k. If I@ K = R, assume D,(J) + D,(K) < 1. There 
exist integers a, b such that &(I) < a/b < 1 - D,(K). Suppose for all q 
greater than 1, there exists an integer 111, such that 
M,uK 5 M&b - a)]. (3) 
Adding MgaJ to (3) gives M,pR 5 M,(q(b - a) + u)J, so that Ds(J) 3 
a/(qb - (q - 1)~). Letting q approach 1, we obtain Ds(J) > u/b, a con- 
tradiction. Now consider UK and (b - a)J; these are isomorphic to principal 
right ideals in a suitably-sized matrix ring over R; hence since (3) does not 
hold, we must have: 
for all q > 1, there exists an integer M, such that M,q is integral 
and 
M,(b - 4.7 5 M&W. 
Adding M,(b - u)K to both sides and applying the definition of Ds , 
we obtain D,(K) > (b - u)/(b - a + uq). Allowing q to approach 1, we 
deduce D,(K) > 1 - u/b, a contradiction. Thus Ds(J) + D,(K) > 1. By 
Proposition 8(a) and Lemma 26, Ds is a dimension function. 1 
It will be observed that the unit-regular assumption may be weakened to 
M,R directly finite for all n, in proving Ns is a rank function. If we knew 
that the same weakening could be made in Corollary 27, then unit-regularity 
could be replaced by that condition in the statement of Theorem 24. One 
can also show by slightly different techniques that, if for all n, M,R satisfies 
the 2-insulator condition of [5, Sect. D], then iVs is a rank function. 
Recent results by the author and Ken Goodearl have shown any simple 
regular ring with M,,R directly finite for all n possesses a rank function; and 
that if R is unit-regular, and possesses a unique rank function, it satisfies the 
condition of Theorem 24. 
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